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• Business as unusual

• Preparedness, resources, plans and execution
• What to do and what to say

• Examples
•
•
•
•

Virginia tech
Penn State
Aurora
Knight Capital Group

• Leadership Lessons Learned

• Information and actions
• Crisis management comparison
• Management takeaways

Most organizations, even ones with detailed business
continuity and crisis management plans:
• Do not have the people, resources and training to
address all the compliance, planning, exercises,
and training needs
• Have not dealt with major crises in the last five years
• Cannot provide senior leadership with timely
information and analysis

Most executives are trained to make decisions based
upon information, data, & policy.
In a crisis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information is generally wrong
Data is not available
Policies do not exist
Command & Control is lost
Brand & reputation are under attack
Leadership is involved and engaged personally
Impacts are disproportional
Events are escalating
The center of media focus
Surprise
Silence = Guilt

Questions:
• What did you know?
• When did you know it?
• What did you do?
• What did you not do?

Answers:
• If you are explaining, you are losing

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech became the definitive
episode of Workplace Violence

•

7:15 AM Initial shootings in West Amber-Johnston Hall
•
•
•

Lovers’ triangle
Absence of students to interview
Boyfriend left “in a hurry”

•

7:30 AM Near immediate contact with ‘suspect’ guns found in truck

•

8:25 AM VT Students notification assessment

•

9:00 AM VT Officials briefed

•

9:01 AM Seung-Hui Cho mails package to NBC news

•

9:26 AM The VT campus is notified about the homicide

•

9:45 AM VT police receive the 911 call from Norris Hall
• Nine minutes from entry to end of shootings

• Pastoral setting:
•
•

Physically-intact campus
Traumatized community

• Media circus
•
•
•
•

324 Media outlets
140 Satellite trucks
$4 million by major network in first week
The media got very aggressive

•

Infotainment style
• Adopted entertainment forms with 60 Minutes cycle
• Melodrama storytelling formula
•

•

White hats, black hats and the innocent victim

Instant News

• Broadcast “frontline” technology
• Intense competition based on “breaking news”

•

Internet

• Everyone is a broadcaster
• Highly interested global networks with emphasis on video

•

Citizen Journalists
• 15 million identified journalists in the US
• Immediate publication
• Reporting “breaking events” with little or no analysis

and follow-through
• Capacity to build audiences quickly and build,
damage or destroy reputations
• If outsiders can get info that fast, why can’t insiders?

•
•
•
•
•

Expect escalating flow of events
Insufficient & Inaccurate Information
Be prepared for intense scrutiny
Surprise is a common denominator
How do you keep score in a crisis?
• Metrics

•

How did Virginia Tech perform?
• Maturity Model
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PENN STATE

1969: Sandusky was hired as a defensive coach on the Penn State
staff.
1977: Sandusky helps found The Second Mile. It is a group foster
home that helps troubled children with dysfunctional families.
1994: A boy known by the grand jury as Victim 7 met with Sandusky
through The Second Mile. He went on to tell the grand jury that he
has a "blurry memory" of when he was showering with Sandusky in
the locker rooms on the Penn State campus.

1998: University police and State Department of Public Welfare
investigator interviewed Sandusky. No charges were brought up,
and Sandusky said he would no longer shower with children.
1999: Former head coach Joe Paterno told Sandusky that he would
not be the next head coach at Penn State. Sandusky later retired
but was able to keep special privileges, such as access to the Penn
State facilities.
2000: A janitor witnessed Sandusky performing oral sex on a young
boy, who is known as Victim 8 in the reports. The janitor went on to
tell coworkers and his supervisor, but none of these reports were
brought to the attention of authorities.

2002: Penn State assistant Mike McQueary told Penn State officials
that he witnessed Sandusky having sexual contact with a young boy
in the school showers.
2009: An investigation by the Pennsylvania attorney general begins
once a boy had told authorities that Sandusky had inappropriately
touched him during a four-year period.
2010: Sandusky retired from The Second Mile club, saying he would
prefer to spend more time with family.

Nov. 5, 2011: Sandusky was arrested and faced up to 40 criminal
counts. He was held on $100,000 bail.
Nov. 7, 2011: Athletic director Tim Curley and vice president for
finance and business Gary Schultz stepped down from their
positions. They also face charges in a perjury case for not alerting
police when allegations on Sandusky were brought to their
attention.
June 11, 2012: The Sandusky trial began.

June 22, 2012: Sandusky was found guilty on 45 of 48 charges
for molesting up to 10 boys over a span of 15 years.
July 12, 2012: The Freeh Report was released.
Louis Freeh is a former FBI director who was hired by the
university's board of trustees to investigate what happened.
One of the main things that came out of the report was the fact
that school officials covered up the scandal by not reporting
what they knew.

Paterno and others showed "callous and shocking disregard for child victims."
Evidence shows Paterno, Spanier, Schultz and Curley did know of 1998
investigation and Paterno "failed to take any action."
PSU let Sandusky retire in 1999 "not as a suspected child predator, but as a valued
member
of the
Pennpowerful
State football
legacy
" allowing
to groom
“ The
most
men
at Penn
Statehim
failed
to victims. "

take any steps for 14 years to protect the children
who Sandusky victimized.”
Paterno "was an integral part of this active decision-toLouis
conceal"
and his firing was
Freeh
PSU "concealed critical facts ... to avoid consequences of bad publicity."

justified.

PSU did not alert authorities to 2001 assault. Intervening factor in not reporting was
conversation between Curley, Paterno.
PSU failed to adhere to federal law requiring reporting crimes such as the ones
Sandusky committed.

July 23, 2012: Penn State
was hit with sanctions
from the NCAA that
includes a $60 million fine,
a four-year bowl ban, five
years probation, loss of
scholarships and the
allowance of current Penn
State athletes to transfer
to another program
without suffering
consequences.

Penn State president
Rodney Erickson

Every Crisis Is A
Human Crisis

"Penn State has general
liability coverage like any
similar institution. The
university is adequately
covered to handle lawsuits
arising from the sexual
abuse scandal that has
rocked the country.”
"In addition to that, we
hope to be able to settle as
many of these cases as
quickly as possible.”

• Many Losers
• Very few winners
• ROI vs. RONITM? Thousands vs. Hundreds of Millions
• How did Penn State perform?
•

Maturity Model
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Roles and responsibilities
clear but defined as needed,
support resources not
defined, most issues covered

Established message
development process; most
major channels addressed,
reactive messaging

Defined messaging process
and channels, effective and
timely message development,
some messaging standardized

predefined messages for major
event types, message content
standardized and refined as
appropriate
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1:27: "Bring as much crime scene tape as you can"
1:28: Aurora PD merging communications with Denver PD
1:35: Shooter wearing green camo pants
1:37: bomb squad is there, bringing in K-9 units. possible other bombs
1:40: 18 ambulances on scene
1:41: 9news story posted.
1:42: "All ten people in the theater are black.
" In this context, it means fatalities.
1:43: Report of a bomb going off in a theater.
1:45: Patients being transported to Denver Health
1:47: Command staff briefing. This is huge.

1:49: Car, Tennessee plates, Hyundai, license [redacted]. third to
west, in front of doors. Possible bomb. Main entrances of mall
covered. Bomb squad moving in.
1:53: Canine units coordinating at SE entrance between JC Penney's
and the food court. May be a bomb in there. Theory that bombs may
be in front of theater.
1:55: New evidence for shooters. That's plural. Theater 8, the shooter
was seated. One more was outside, went into Theater 9. Coordinated
attack. Two shooters. Open door discovered at mall. Suspicion of
bomb in there.

1:56: One shooter at large, one in custody.
From Facebook: Someone set off some little party poppers in our
theatre, next thing I know someone runs in and said there was a
shooting. We huddled down into the seats because people were outside
the exit. I was fortunate enough to get home safely with my
sister but a few friends are still stuck there.

“Psychological and
Financial Toll of
Aurora Theater
Killing Will Be Felt
for Years to Come”
Max Taves,
Wall Street Journal
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Aurora
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Process developed as a reaction
to the situation, lots of debate on
process, experts called in late
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Decision Process. Stage 4
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There have been 14 documented “Copy-cat”
instances since July 20, 2012

• Information:
•
•
•
•

Wrong
Confusing
Conflicting
Changing

• Actions:
• Immediate
• Risk Based
• Consequence Management
• Copy Cats

Crisis Management Comparison
Virginia Tech

Penn State

Aurora

Timeline

Short 4 hours

Long 16 years

Short 2 hours

Victims care

Priority

Failure

Priority

Problem addressed

Yes

Very slow

Yes

Communication

Excellent

Cover-up

Very good

Reaction

On target

Confused

On target

• Speak Factually - Tell the Truth

•
•
•
•
•

No Spin
Credibility is Paramount
Identify a Spokesperson (Have 2 Backups)
Train the Spokesperson
3 Messages

•
•
•
•

Monitor & Adjust
Social Media is Media
Speed is Quality
Brand/Reputation Impact

• Not Defined by Event
• Invent the Future
• Embrace the Families

A Crisis is not business as usual...
A Crisis is business as unusual.
• When was the last time you did something for the first time?
• Don’t let a crisis be it.
A crisis is not the time for on the job training.

For additional discussions or presentation to
your organizations, please contact

Missan Eido

Firestorm Solutions, LLC
meido@firestorm.com
Office (512) 524 6359
Cell (512) 507 6930

QUESTIONS?

Thank You

Knight Capital Group KFG
#1 NYSE and NASDAQ
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Knight Capital Group KFG
85.3 Million Shares Traded Daily
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Knight Capital Group KFG
Q2 2012 Daily Average 218.8 Million Shares Traded
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Knight Capital Group KFG
Market maker for 690 Listed Securities
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Knight Capital Group KFG
19,000 US Equities Traded
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Crisis At Knight
$10 Million Per Minute
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Knightmare On Wall Street
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Could It Happen?
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Client Notification

What You Say And When Makes A Big Difference
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Crisis At Knight
Customers Reaction
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Facebook IPO Trading

First Day Timely Orders Execution Issues
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What Was The Cost ?
One Two Punch

Facebook First Day Timely
Orders Execution Issues

Rogue Software
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Every Crisis Is A Human Crisis
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Do You have a Lifeline?
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The Cost of What You Don’t Know Can
Be Your Company
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A Forty Four Minutes Crisis
Are You Ready To Act Fast?
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Are You Ready To Act Fast?
Your Reaction May Be Your Next Crisis
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New Regulations?
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Saved By The Street
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New Board Members
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Class Action Lawsuit
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STAGE 2
BASIC
REACTION

Process developed as a reaction
to the situation, lots of debate on
process, experts called in late

Generic process, decision
rights not completely clear,
some degree of confusion

STAGE 3
SUPPORTIVE
PREACTION
Defined process structure,
defined decision rights with
little debate,

Decision Process. Stage 1

SAGE 4
STRATEGIC
CULTURE
Clear playbook for major crisis
types, clear and known decision
rights
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Roles
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Process
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to
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support resources not
processes and event types,
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2
situation,
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of
debate
on
process,
experts
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support
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High
levels of confusion
and defined
changing all areas covered well
called in late
assignments,
decision
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Basic data
predefined, eventnot
Basic
and event type information
Speed
ofbasic
Decision
Making.
Stage
1clear,
Difficult to obtain good data,
Required
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defined,
Required
data
defined,
delayed
specific
information quickly
predefined and information
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identified, fast organization
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slow response from organization response
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to organization,
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for
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Effectiveness. Stage
obtain
precise information
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obtain
precise information
Highly efficient and timely
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consumes
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Confused messages, highly
reactive, key channels missed,
messages not timely

Established message
development process; most
major channels addressed,
reactive messaging

Defined messaging process
and channels, effective and
timely message development,
some messaging standardized

Proven messaging process,
predefined messages for major
event types, message content
standardized and refined as
appropriate

Crisis Management Comparison
Virginia Tech
Timeline
Short 4 hours
• Penn
State:
Victims
care
• Long

Penn State

Aurora
Short 2 hours
• Aurora:

Long 16 years

Priority
Failure
timeline
•Problem
Failure to careYesfor the victims
Very slow
addressed
• Failure to address the problem
Communication
Cover-up
• Cover-up Excellent
•Reaction
Confused reaction
On target
Confused

KCG
Very short 45 min

• Short
timeline
Priority

Partial

• Victims
Yes a priority

Slow

• The shooter apprehended
Very good

Unclear

• Good communication
On target
Slow
• Outstanding
preparation

There are two elements to catastrophic impact:
“The first is the immediate estimate of the associated
economic loss.
The second hinges on management’s ability to deal with
the aftermath.”
Study released by Oxford University and the Sedgwick Group that analyzed
the impact of catastrophes on shareholder value

Possible Mistakes To Watch-Out For
1. Underestimating the chances of major or catastrophic risks;
2. Lacking tested and effective contingency plans;
3. Failing to immediately accept accountability and responsibility:
4. Meeting only the required legal minimums instead of doing the right thing;
5. Not demonstrating leadership and vision when action is finally taken;
6. Sacrificing the latest technologies and safety systems to budgetary constraints;
7. Not providing accurate and timely information to those working in the field.
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For additional discussions or presentation to
your organizations, please contact

Missan Eido

Firestorm Solutions, LLC
meido@firestorm.com
Office (512) 524 6359
Cell (512) 507 6930

